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WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?

The founding team are award-winning 

entrepreneurs who previously 
successfully raised traditional VC 

capital. They have raised seed capital 

for chozun 途赞 and built it as a 

sustainable business to this point. 

They have exited an e-commerce store 

as co- founders and were part of a 

team that exited to Sony. The 

company has been steadily building 

and is ready to take to the next level. 

They regularly speak at conferences, 

educate & consult other businesses on 

blockchain and cryptocurrencies. A 

beta version of chozun 途赞 is in 

market and is constantly improved.

E X P E R I E N C E ,  E X I S T I N G  

P R O D U C T  &  S U C C E S S

The team has been together in 

various iterations for over 7 years 

and worked, lived and played 

together. We have the right blend of 

business experience & tech know 

how. Our advisors know us 

personally and have hands-on 

experience with us. Most 

importantly, the team knows how to 

build a sustainable business and 

how to execute and manage a 

company having done it a few times 

before. It's important to be battle 

tested - this puts us at an advantage 

over many startups raising ICOs.

T E C H N O L O G Y  &  

M A R K E T

Unlike incumbents we have been working 

with blockchain for over a year now as a 

company and already have our inventory 

on the blockchain. We are poised to take 

the company gangbusters and are ahead 

of the game with our technology. We will 

move fast and already have a solid base of 

customers from which to build our 

market rapidly. We have a beta product in 

market and a solid roadmap which we 

have consistently hit. This whitepaper 

isn't just an idea plucked out of thin air - 

it's laying out what has been the company 

strategy for a long time and now, as an 

investor, we can share this with you.

T E A M

 Before you delve into our Whitepaper here are some standout points why 

we are different from most other ICOs out there 
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OVERVIEW
chozun途赞 is the world's first travel destination experience, services & lifestyle ecosystem powered by a cryptocurrency
backed by blockchain & smart-contract technology. The ecosystem exists to make sure travellers are matched to the best 

personalised local experiences & services using proprietary AI & Data Science and allows users to build loyalty across multiple 

verticals as well as globally. chozun途赞 focuses on the millennial independent travel market and specifically serves China's 

growing millennial outbound travellers, with a plan to target Asia's wider middle-class millennial market and will develop into a 

global player. Users can interact with other travellers similar to themselves and access special brand bounties. Our inventory 

of unique experiences from food to private drivers, members clubs to spas - lives on the blockchain which allows users to more 

efficiently and cheaply book their experiences and for our providers to gain greater benefits through lower fees and faster 

transaction chain. 

Existing platforms and touch points make it hard to find contextual and personalised experiences regarding what to do and 

where to go on your travels. chozun途赞 employs the power of AI & Data Science to contextualise and personalise experiences 

and services - understanding users and others like them. chozun途赞 creates 'user travel squads' to make information &

matching more relevant and allow peer-to-peer interactions that strengthen the chozun途赞 ecosystem.

The travel market is outdated and archaic, in particular destination bookings and information rely on existing centralized 
implementations. Platforms like TripAdvisor, Dianping and Priceline are outdated dinosaurs who control their data in typically 
commercial (advertising et al) ways rather than for the benefit of the user/consumer and have not advanced in creating better 

experiences for them. These databases are penetrated by skewed, fake reviews and an overload of irrelevant information. 

They also charge large fees related to bookings and do not reward users or providers in the most profitable ways.  

As chozun途赞 continues to build its database of experiences and services globally covering many interests (i.e sustainable,
adventure) and niches (i.e halal, LGBTQ) the opportunity for third parties to utilise and build upon chozun途赞’s direct booking 

and information using APIs opens up. The authentication of businesses catering to a certain niche will be backed by the 

blockchain creating further trust between provider to consumer.  
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In addition, consumers are tied to centralized loyalty systems that lock them into using these centralized systems with no 

ability to take advantage of cross-platform, cross-vertical & international rewards. The maturity of technology is poised to 

change the travel market as decentralized implementations for scalable booking & loyalty systems are within reach. 

chozun途赞 opens up these loyalty systems, brings the power back to the consumer and re-engages valuable millennial 

travellers in loyalty where they would otherwise fail to be captured. 

chozun途赞 is building a community of like minded travellers with similar tastes & interests - travel squads. We enable 
access to influential travellers & insiders with a similar style, trade travel tips, itineraries and underground secrets to 

unlock cities exclusively with the CZN token. Connect and engage with your travel squad, create exciting travel 

challenges and group travel pools — with CZN the driving force behind it. Brands can create bounties, pools, contests and 

unique limited assets that exist on the blockchain accessible to chozun途赞 members.

chozun途赞 has already received a small amount of seed capital from SOSV and took part on the Chinaccelerator 

program. chozun途赞 has released a beta product into the market, growing, listening to initial user feedback and is ready 

to take the product to the next level of its evolution. The basis from which the next evolution of chozun途赞 builds from 

has begun and the company is now looking to the massive potential for the future and further disrupting the market. 

chozun途赞 was designed & conceived by veterans of tech, covering ecommerce, travel, health & wellness and 

entertainment. Using the knowledge and experience acquired over 60 years combined providing the solid foundation and 

infrastructure of the chozun途赞 network. chozun途赞 has a solid founding team with blockchain expertise and an 

excellent group of advisors with experience in major, well funded blockchain technologies, multi-national corporations as 

well as successful startups. chozun途赞 surveyed our existing customers to understand if they believed a crypto driven -

blockchain backed future for the the company would be something they wanted and 98% said yes. 

The release of the CZN token is a step in a global shift to change how the world connects and travels, better. chozun will 

become the peoples travel ecosystem unlocking the world and accessing experiences they will love. This is just the 

beginning. 



PROBLEM

Relevance  - Finding trusted and relevant lifestyle 

services & experiences on your travels requires trawling 

through a glut of irrelevant, often outdated and 

sometimes fake information on multiple touch-points. 

It's time consuming and painful.  How do you find 

information that is relevant to people like you and people 

who travel like you? This isn’t just inconvenience  - 

studies show 56% of travellers want more personalised 

& relevant information and a massive 96% of travellers 

in general feel stressed with overwhelming information, 

while 74% feel crippled by indecision - wasting hours on 

research*. Existing methods are skewed, noisy & 

subjective -  the search and reviews model is broken. 

Hotel concierges are not what they used to be - 

providing recommendations based on kickbacks or 

simply falling short. *Data taken from reports by 

UNTWO and Sabre, 2016. 
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PROBLEM

Loyalty - The traditional meaning of brand loyalty is 

outdated. Loyalty is an inherently centralised system 

locking users into one loyalty system/brand. There are a 

lot of limitations to these systems including single 

vertical & brand uses as well as collection of points to 

use in one country or locale. Small, local players/

businesses and experiences are not able to take 

advantage of these large loyalty systems to reach new 

customers or offer benefits without going through a long 

and arduous on- boarding process. Users are not able to 

exchange loyalty with one another in a safe or trackable 

way and they are not able to seek out better and more 

relevant uses for their loyalty other than what is on offer 

by a centralised system. 

Brands find it hard to reach the valuable millennial 

consumer and even more valuable millennial traveller - 

of which Chinese are the fastest growing and highest 

spending.  These consumers don't engage with 

traditional loyalty systems in the same way and 

according to Kantar TNS are driven by: fun & novel 

experience, instant gratification or rewards and 

connections to peers. When surveying our existing 

customers we found that an overwhelming  98% would 

want and use the CZN cryptocurrency. 
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PROBLEM

Authentication & Efficiency - Authentication of the quality 

of businesses and experiences are often hard to trust. 

Feedback comes from disparate and subjective places 

and in many cases are fake or bought - this is a particular 

problem in China where positive reviews can be bought 

for next to nothing. There is very little context around 

the feedback and very little understanding of the 

relevance of the feedback to an individual. In addition 

many businesses and experiences change over time, 

increase or decrease in quality - cater to different niches 

or stop catering to those niches, or simply disappear all 

together. Currently centralised systems are reliant upon 

user or manual input to detect these changes - a 

laborious, often untimely and inefficient way. Payments 

between current players and providers  i.e service 

provider to agent is often a long process or pre-bought 

leaving the system open to over-booking and funds 

transferred from agent to service provider on a slow 

batch basis.  
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SOLUTION

Relevance  -  chozun途赞 matches users to the best 

personalised local experiences & services powered by 

proprietary AI & Data Science and driven by crypto. It is 

frictionless - chozun途赞 cuts out the noise, enabling our 

users to discover & book immediate, high-quality ,local 

services & experiences matched to their preferences, 

users can book or reserve directly through the platform. 

Additionally chozun途赞 does not rely on long and 

subjective reviews, instead creating & curating meta- 

scoring and true representations of experiences through 

transactions using smart technology. chozun途赞 

focuses heavily on personalisation and finding peers who 

have interests and tastes similar to make information & 

matches as relevant as possible. chozun途赞 uses 

multiple layers of data including context, environment, 

behaviours and multiple other data points  to create a 

complete picture of the ‘match’.  As the ecosystem grows 

chozun途赞 will open this out more for user 

cohortspublicly called ‘Travel Squads’ to selectively 

recommend and enjoy experiences with as well as 

engage and help build the chozun途赞 ecosystem and 

community.



SOLUTION
Loyalty - Decentralising loyalty,  chozun途赞 is creating a 

robust business model that incentivises providers and 

industry leaders with existing customer bases, to join the 

chozun途赞 network and drive traffic to the network. 

chozun途赞 has already built a network of over 3000+ 

providers who have joined the platform. These providers 

include everything the traveller will want locally when 

they are on their travels from dining, private drivers, 

nightlife, experiences and beyond.  Providers are able to 

offer their goods and services across the chozun途赞  
loyalty network, in turn earning CZN.  chozun途赞  
creates a unique solution for travel markets based on the 

CZN token - revolutionising the way people book 

experiences and use loyalty.  chozun途赞 allows users to 

exchange their loyalty across the platform for discounts,  

goods and experiences as well as exchanging loyalty 

benefits with other users in a secure and trackable way.  

For instance you can exchange air miles with other users. 

We’re allowing the user to take more control of their 

loyalty while giving providers and brands the 

opportunity to engage users on every part of their 

journey - almost gamifying the loyalty process. More on 

how this works in the loyalty section of the document. 
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SOLUTION
Authentication & Efficiency - chozun途赞 uses ‘genuine 

rating’, which means only those who transacted with 

providers or engaged in loyalty with them are able to 

provide feedback. This enables us to base reviews and 

feedback on real successful transactions - not 

assumptions, marketing information or paid reviews. 

Feedback is also taken in a contextual manner around the 

user, provider and conditions. This feedback builds up on 

the immutable blockchain, and is later governed by AI to 

understand the complete data picture. This means that 

reviews are a lot less likely to be faked, and that the 

platform increases in its credibility and maintains solid 

authenticated data, unlike many platforms that currently 

exist. chozun途赞 creates a quantified reputation system 

to aggregate reputation data and report trust scores for 

providers. chozun途赞 will be able to employ AI on the 

chain to collect sentiment and metadata to accurately 

indicate the relevant feedback to the relevant party.  For 

providers - funds are released per fulfilment of a smart 

contract written by chozun途赞 , and the credentials tied 

to an ID stored on the blockchain.  Both executing a 

transaction and potentially in the future connections to 

the smart contract will release payment triggers. This 

means release of payments to providers are much 

quicker and more efficient than they would be otherwise, 
providing greater satisfaction to vendors and providers. 
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Ultimately chozun途赞 is becoming a “full-stack” cryptocurrency-enabled travel destination marketplace. 

We’re able to easily manage and automate a large part of availability between all the markets we operate in 

with a large database that is updated live with all its availability. The decentralisation of our loyalty allows for 

scale and the ability to give ownership and loyalty earning ability back to users while creating new ways for 

brands, providers and companies can engage customer’s loyalty. 

As chozun途赞 continues to build the database of experiences and services globally that covers many 

interests (i.e sustainable, adventure) and niches (i.e halal, LGBTQ) the opportunity for third parties to utilise 

and build upon chozun途赞 ’s direct booking & information APIs opens up. This will make chozun途赞 the 

foundation for which experience information & direct booking led startups & niche agents is built upon. 

The power behind chozun途赞 is the CZN token.  All activity in the network revolves around CZN, from 

serving as the primary form for fees and collaterals, serving as the main currency used for purchasing 

experiences, goods & services, predicting  & rewarding loyalty. CZN is the driver of a sustainable economy 

where demand grows as more users and providers join the ecosystem. 

chozun途赞- a new travel ecosystem for destination discovery & booking - heavily focused on 
personalisation , experiences & community. Built upon a decentralized loyalty infrastructure that allows 

scale, efficiency, new user trust stack as well as exciting new ways to book travel experiences, be rewarded 

and engage.  
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We’ve read a lot of Whitepapers and business plans, an element often missing is personality and an attempt to 

convey the team, their real dynamic, drive and real experience to their potential investors. One of the things any 

institutional investor will tell you (indeed our own investors) is sometimes even above idea, market and potential 

the most important factor when investing is the team.  For us, team is equally important. 

We believe you as an investor should also be afforded the opportunity to know us as a team and our journey prior 

to this  as well as along the way (we encourage you to interact with us on our channels) . So this is where we get a 

little personal. chozun途赞 ’s three founding members, Zia, Wil & Teresa, have known each other for over 7 years 

and have lived, worked and played together in various iterations over those years. 

Co-Founders with a passion for travel and years of experience in tech.  

Zia - London born & bred. Hipster - always finding creative ways  to talk her way into private parties and making the 

most of opportunities - ask her about the time she waltz in backstage with Wu-Tang-Clan. Has a background in 

digitising live entertainment - before live feeds and social media engagement & content were even a thing (we’re 

not that old, promise - look up BBC’s Upstaged to see how far ahead we were). 

Teresa - Melbourne born to very traditional Italian parents. Hustler  - From the age of 14 and 9 months has 

constantly worked her butt off.  At 19, whilst studying full time, she accepted her first full time job in tech, within an 

ad agency in Melbourne. Her work ethic has been consistent, driving projects constantly forward. She worked her 

way up to Head of Operations before quitting to be her own boss. 

Zia and Teresa met in 2010, when Zia decided to seek a change of scene moving from the UK to Australia. They 

ended up working in an ad agency together, in the tech department. They instantly bonded over Elevenses and 

their mutual want to build meaningful products that impact the world. 
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HISTORY & ACHIEVEMENTS
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After parting ways from that agency, the two started a small Digital Consultancy business - consulting large 
traditional brands on their digital marketing presence - from strategy through to execution. Working across large 
brands like Selfridges, BP, Honda, Mazda, Lindt, L’Oreal and many others.  Along the journey, in 2011, Zia met Wil 
(enter the Hacker), now CTO of chozun途赞- they worked together on a couple of big projects for Maybelline in 
Australia and instantly became friends. The three of them worked together in many different facets, lived together 
for a while, this saw Teresa cleaning up after Wil  a lot…they have worked together, played together, stayed
together over their long lasting now 7 year friendship. 

The Digital consultancy going well, Teresa and Zia were on a trip to Mexico with friends when they decided to start 
a new venture together in early 2014. They saw something in the local Mexican craftsmanship, hotting on a trend 
and set up an eCommerce shoe store - designing, creating, importing and selling handmade Mexican leather boots 
in Australia. They handled everything from the entire supply chain, eCommerce store, social, branding  and beyond. 

They sold the store in late 2015 to focus on chozun途赞.

chozun途赞 came about from a very different pain-point we all had, travelling constantly and suddenly for work and 
pleasure,  there was never a way to easily discover, book & access relevant places to go and what to do in a 
destination. And we saw a gap in the market for millennial travellers like us, to be able to easily find the things you 
like, your way and in your own discerning style. As well as interact and be rewarded. After following the 
development of blockchain as a technology for a while we realised there could be a real benefit to applying the 
advantages that blockchain facilitates, especially in terms of authentication and speed of transactions.  We started 
to implement blockchain to put us way ahead of the game. 

Everyone has their own tastes, likes, dislikes in dating. Why isn’t this applied to everyday, when we travel. So, with 
some very manual validation to those in our extended network, followed by an embarrassing and clunky prototype 
to validate the market, chozun途 赞was born.



Our gun Imperial College London alumni & Data Scientist, Machine Learning and Blockchain specialist, Louis Cronin came 

across us, almost by accident. When we were looking for some remote assistance he reached out to us from his home town, 

Cork, Ireland. With some solid chats we asked Lou to join the team and take a leap of faith and move to Australia (he’d never 

been). He said yes being the adventurous Corkonian he is. But on his way from Cork to Australia, we found out about 

Chinaccelerator, we rang Louis and asked him to fly to Shanghai instead.  Lou met Will, Teresa and Zia in person for the first 

time the night before starting Chinaccelerator. A few Guinness later, great banter and common ground - the rest is history. 

Louis fits into the founding family perfect, and we feel so lucky to all have a history of friendship, trust and a solid honest, 

personal foundation to which continues to transpire throughout the companies’ culture today. 

With the help of SOSV’s seed funding, some bootstrapping, a solid vision and roadmap, chozun途赞 evolved to our current 

Beta version - launching publicly in Q3 2016.  We’ve since expanded the team include local Chinese experts and advisors, 

built partnerships and customers. We’ve won the GBC Women’s Entrepreneurship Prize, have been finalists in Seedstars 

World and won Shanghai’s own Foreign Entrepreneurs competition. ach of the core members has worked with blockchain 

before. As part of the Crypto Queens Zia and Teresa advise on blockchain technologies. Developing knowledge and expertise 

on  blockchain technology. Wil had played around with blockchain on a personal level, and Louis began building blockchain 

technology at Nimbus Embedded Systems. As a team we have also been involved in two exits. 

Our vision has always been to grow chozun途赞 into a global business with strong emphasis on creating the best possible 

experience for our customers through our expertise in tech, UI & UX and data will continue to do so as we build out the 

ecosystem. We have a solid foundation and strong bonds. We’ve lived the Ramen Noodle Lifestyle together, played and 

worked together. The next evolution of chozun途赞 is something we are excited and passionate about building together. We 

are open, honest and will continue to be so along the journey. We appreciate our customers and supporters thus far and listen 

to what people say to constantly improve. If you want to know that we’re legit - just google us and you’ll see a pretty long 

record of entrepreneurship, teamwork and speaking publicly about what we do. This isn’t our first rodeo. 
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P R E S S  &  P A R T N E R S

途赞
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THE CHOZUN 途赞 PLATFORM
Currently the chozun途赞 platform is available on iOS & Android (booking available) with a very early version on web (booking 
not available). The current platform matches you based on your tastes and interests using AI & data science. Experience your 
world as you like it, as you want to see it, and at your convenience. Discover things that others haven’t, go places others don’t. 
Be the first to do something and build your own world wonders, from the best massage in Shanghai to the most amazing street 
food spot in Kuala Lumpur, all with just a few taps on your smartphone. 

The app (web and mobile) will continue to be the platform users interact and perform all chozun途赞 activities with. The 
functions we add will be expanded from this solid foundation. The chozun途赞 application layer is the important user-facing 
layer from which all users will interact, engage and transact with chozun途赞 as a platform. The back-end or non-user facing 
layers create the infrastructure from which the application layer pushes and pulls.
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THE CHOZUN   途赞  TOKEN (CZN)
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OVERVIEW

The chozun途赞 ecosystem is based on a cryptographic token CZN (the chozun途赞 token). As with cryptocurrencies, 
CZN is fractionally divisible, transferable and fungible. CZN is used within the chozun途赞 ecosystem to perform 
transactions, incentivise interactions and engagement. 

Why create the CZN token? 

We understand this question, but there are many benefits of using a platform specific token that allow the ecosystem to 
grow, scale and directly create advantages for users almost autonomously. 
Specifically: 
Advantage of decentralizing loyalty - As previously mentioned traditional loyalty exists to lock customers into one system 
or brand - this leaves a lot of untapped potential tied up in one system for customers - tokenizing opens this up to new 
opportunities, allowing the customer to take more control. From the perspective of the providers, brands and 
companies it represents a new way to engage a customer with token bounties, challenges, influencer campaigns and 
loyalty bidding. These opportunities allow for a potentially cheaper option for brands to attract consumers. 
Rewarding the community - Travellers are a passionate bunch who enjoy engaging but there isn’t a way for them to get 
directly rewarded for just doing that. Tokenizing means we can reward the community we are building with an asset that 
they have a part of driving and making a success. It’s a powerful prospect that allows the potential of CZN to be realised. 
It also serves to drive engagement across the board right through from influencers and peers to brands. 
Building a real-world asset - the CZN token represents the opportunity to build a digital asset that has real-world value in 
an offline environment. We already have over 3000+ experience providers across the platform and that is only set to 
grow globally. 



USES

L O Y A L T Y

The booking of experiences and 
services through the platform. 
chozun途赞 has already built 
relationships with over 3000+ 
providers across 22 cities with 
more being added every day. 
 These include exclusive 
experiences and access to: dining, 
local tours & guides, experiences, 
 shops, private drivers, laundry, 
beauty, grooming & pampering, 
wellness, fitness, technical support, 
style & nightlife . Instant, fast & 
efficient. CZN tokens will be able to 
be used for and against payments 
for experiences & services in lieu of 
currency. Discounts applied 
throughout the platform. In app 
exchange value increases as the 
market value increases. 

T R A N S A C T I O N S  &    

P U R C H A S E S

As users perform more activities in 
the ecosystem they will be 
rewarded with CZN tokens or 
fractions thereof . These will be 
determined by the market value  of 
the token and will relate directly to 
the user action. 

Rewards will be offered to users 
who reach the level of influencer 
within their ‘travel squad’. 
Influencers are also able to create 
‘journeys’ or ‘experiences’ and 
exchange them for tokens to other 
peers. Peers can request custom 
journeys and experiences with 
influencers. If bookings are made 
at the providers, a small 
percentage of token will be 
rewarded to the influencer who 
created the experience.  

R E W A R D S

Users who own CZN tokens, 
interact with the platform and make 
bookings  will enter our 
decentralized loyalty system and 
earn CZN as they interact. The 
loyalty system aims to disrupt 
current centralised systems that 
lock users into one vertical or locale. 
In addition, the exchange of loyalty 
from peer to peer is possible. For 
instance exchange of Air Miles for 
CZN ensuring a safe and efficient 
transaction. There will also be the 
possibility to use CZN against the 
purchase of chozun途赞 exclusive 
travel goods through select 
partners.  Brands will create 
bounties and engage users through 
CZN. Travel squads will be able to 
compete through gamification levels 
& leaderboard. For more on loyalty 
please read the loyalty section in 
this white paper. 
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T R A V E L  

C H A L L E N G E S

The purpose of a travel pool is for 
users to create trips with friends 
and build a pool of both 
experiences & resources. This 
allows a group to book a trip or 
experience over time, essentially 
enabling them to book the trip or 
experience with a small 
‘downpayment’ of CZN, and 
completing payment within the 
group before the trip.  A travel pool 
is created by one user whom then 
invites more members to their 
travel pool. The creation of a travel 
pool requires a downpayment of 
tokens.  For example, a birthday 
trip, a stag weekend, a festival 
weekend. As the offerings for 
these pools expand the ability to 
build a package around all the 
groups needs will increase.  

T R A V E L    

P O O L

chozun途赞 has negotiated access 
across the world to some of the 
most hard to get into venues, 
members clubs and experiences. 
Being a CZN holder allows you 
access to these venues as well as 
exclusive experiences money 
cannot buy. Being a member 
of chozun途赞 and owning CZN 
opens the door to being a member 
of the world's best travel club. In 
addition to real world experiences 
and transactions there will also be 
limited digital travel collectibles 
issued by chozun途赞 and partners 
- these assets will able to be traded, 
bought, sold and collected. Initially 
these will be generated by chozun 
& partners but the opportunity will 
open up to the community. These 
will also afford exclusive real-world 
experiences.

A C C E S S  &  

E X C L U S I V E  A S S E T S  

Travel challenges incorporate 
challenges between members of 
your ‘travel squad’ or friends. Users 
are able to set each other 
challenges based on their own 
achievements using tokens as 
incentives for completing the 
challenges. Multiple users are able 
to create challenges, creating bigger 
prize pots per challenge.  chozun途 
may also set challenges and create a 
token bounty for completing them. 
Brands may also be able to create 
challenges and open them up to the 
entire community or focus them on 
one particular travel squad - 
allowing them to focus on a 
particular audience to truly engage 
them. 
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SMART CONTRACTS
The tokens will represent smart contracts – choosing to redeem them in the app will trigger the transfer of funds from 
chozun途赞 to the provider offering the service. Initially this will be in the form of a pre-agreed method of payment but 
providers are able to choose to accept payment in the form of 'tokens future'. Going forward, we plan to incentivise 
providers to CZN tokens, helping to cement the value of the currency and permit instant, secure payment. 

TOKEN VALUE 
As demand for CZN from users increase and adoption increases, the value of the tokens will reflect this increased demand. 
There is some reassurance in that CZNs are backed by real products that have real world value which will support the value 
of CZNs. In terms of value fluctuation - for example, if at the time of purchase of their CZN token a user has paid 0.70c and 
the current value of the token is $1, the user uses that $1 to pay for their experience they have saved .30c  - therefore the 
user has essentially received a discount on the experience they are exchanging the CZN for. This means users have the 
opportunity to get experiences at lower than market rate by purchasing the CZN token. Of course the value of CZN can also 
go down - however as chozun途赞 is already building from a solid base of users and providers the risk of this is much lower as 
demand will only increase as the community grows. chozun途赞 does not ‘pre-pay’ for any experiences, meaning that when a 
user pays for their experience with their CZN - chozun途赞 is reclaiming that asset at the current market value and pays out 
to the provider at that time, chozun途  therefore is not creating a liability for itself.

HOW TO BUY INTO THE ECOSYSTEM
Post ICO sale  chozun途赞 has negotiated with several reputable global exchanges to be listed within them,  those that 
missed out on the ICO will be able to buy and trade on the exchanges. 
Simply engaging with the chozun途赞 platform will afford you some small rewards and gives users a start into the ecosystem 
from which they will be able to build and grow into the community.  
chozun途赞 has locked 20% of the total token distribution for future sale, meaning there will be potentially be a future 
crowd sale of tokens (locked for at least 12 months). 



TOKEN ISSUANCE AND SALE

TOKEN NAME: Chozun途赞 Token (CZN)

TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000 (100 million) tokens 

Tokens will be available from our ICO website: www.chozun.com To receive tokens transfer ether to the provided ICO 
contract address and the corresponding token amount will be distributed in July. The token sale will be broken down as 
follows: 

Total tokens: 100 million 

Sale (including pre-ICO): 50% 

Locked for sale in minimum 1 years time: 20% 

Kept within chozun途赞: 20%

Distributed to community for usage incentivisation: 10% 
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Incentivisation 
10%

Team 
20%

Locked -sale 
20%

ICO (incl pre) 
50%

Pre ICO Price: 50c (USD) Length: 1 month  

ICO: Price: 60c (USD) Length: 1 month 

ICO Bonuses: 

30,000 tokens awards buyer with 10% extra and premium level loyalty 

70,000 tokens awards buyer with 15% extra and premium level loyalty 

140,000 tokens awards buyer with 20% extra and premium level loyalty 

The tokens will be distributed in August 2018 post ICO closing. Any tokens from the initial ICO remaining unsold at the end of the sale 

period will be held for resale in minimum 6 months time, likely for 12 months. 

Part of the funds generated during the ICO will be used to build out functionality, with a view to having tokens fully integrated and 

available for use on the platform by end 2019. 

Supply style: Deflationary 

Format: ERC20 compliant 

Divisibility: 1018 

Trade-able between users: Yes 
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LOYALTY
chozun途赞’s loyalty algorithm directly correlates with the personalisation tech automatically assigns a dynamic score based on 
the customer's behaviour and engagement with the company and general behaviour. This customer engagement score can also 
be used to reward customers across different triggers. Smart contracts will govern the fulfilment of conversion events 
eliminating disputes on event triggers.  All providers, brands & local businesses can access an easy way to reward & engage 
customers. The system will also allow users to exchange loyalty with each other through events and activities within the 
ecosystem. Companies, brands and businesses will be able to create loyalty matching with CZN tokens to increase interaction 
with customers as well as offer particular bounties for performing certain activities. They will also be able to use a loyalty 
bidding system to attract customers. This will afford some unique opportunities for engagement and  brand status building. We 
call this SLE (Smart Loyalty Engagement) utilising Smart Contracts and DApps to create unique events within the ecosystem - 

brands can create exclusive travel collectibles for the chozun途赞 community to try and get their hands on (much in the same 
way as cryptokitties). For users they will be able to trade their loyalty across the board with other users through the CZN token. 

Users will earn loyalty CZN throughout the chozun途赞 ecosystem and through peers. The more tokens owned the more 
benefits are afforded, perks & benefits will continue to grow and build as the loyalty program also opens up. Below is the 

starting point for the loyalty tiers. 

The chozun途赞 loyalty Protocol.
One of the most exciting aspects of the blockchain tech stack, is the innovation possibilities at the protocol layer to a much 
larger extent than what we saw happen with the Internet. chozun途赞's loyalty protocol will allow companies & brands to build 
their own DApps and even new protocols on top of. 
Brands and providers can create their own custom events and set up a reward for each of their custom events. chozun途赞  
automatically tracks these events with reference to each customer and allocates reward points. These reward points are 
associated with the CZN token. 
APIs will be released to allow for easy integration with the platform. Existing data exchange standards like NDC, OTA, IFRIC and 
others can be supported. This means that if you are a supplier/provider and have an existing solution built on any of these 

standards, you can simply point to chozun途赞’s API endpoints instead of the existing infrastructure’s. Suppliers will pay the fee 
in CZN when posting their inventory/custom events or loyalty offerings to the blockchain.  
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MARKET SIZE & 
CONTEXT

chozun途赞 already 
has a solid user base 
with no marketing 
spend. Beyond the ICO 
we intend to capitalise 
on our position, foster 
the community and 
leverage our unique 
offering to expand 
users.  We are already 
available in English and 
Chinese with strong 
interest from the 
Chinese market and 
their growing 
outbound travel and 
spend. At the moment 
our customer base is 
split 60% English 
speaking and 40% 
Chinese. We continue 
to  build our partners 
and providers to reach 
more of the market . 

For chozun途赞 
opportunity for areas of 
profitability are driven 
by our regular data 
analysis of the market 
as well as specific 
destinations, running 
regular destination 
simulations and taking 
into account all points 
of available data to 
identify where we can 
add value. The CZN 
token is part of building 
that value globally.  
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$261 BILLION 
S P E N T L O C A L L Y A C R O S S A S I A B Y T R A V E L L E R S

This figure does not include spending on flight & hotel and this ancillary spending is increasing year-on-year, focused on 
spending. Average spend is $306 USD Daily. Spending has been increasing steadily for the last 5 years. Indeed, from our 

own data we have seen an increase in 2017 of 50% on spend from our own consumers. Outbound travel is increasing across 
most regions. In particular, outbound Chinese travel is in its growth stage, expected to reach maturity in 2021 (rising by 

50.5%) - Future of Outbound Travel in Asia Pacific (2016 to 2021) report by Mastercard. This leaves room for chozun途赞 
to grow with the market and opportunity to capture new consumers coming to the market. 
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STATS

98%
in a survey chozun途赞  's existing 

customers overwhelming backed both 
our blockchain tech and using CZN 

cryptocurrency.

O F  C U S T O M E R S

30,000+

3500+
our inventory of providers, 

experiences and unique access is 
growing all the time.

E X I S T I N G  P R O V I D E R S

C U S T O M E R S

Post ICO chozun途赞 is focused on 
aggressively hitting product milestones 

and growing our customers.
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MARKET FACTORS

C U L T U R A L

With any market, mass adoption is a 
challenge, however chozun途赞   
already has some early adopters 
(around 30,000+) and has a good 
foundation upon which to improve 
and grow. Going forward to 
increase adoption, chozun途    
targets specific market 
segments. As independent travel 
continues to increase and the 
market looks for more diverse local 
experiences as well as focusing on 
finding experiences matching their 
likes and tastes, increasingly there is 
too much information (China 
Skinny, Communicating with 
Chinese Tourists: Too Much 
Information?, May 2017) creating 
“choice paralysis". chozun途      's 
technology is rapidly becoming 
more contextual. 

M A S S - A D O P T I O N

The Chinese travel industry is 
growing rapidly as indicated in our 
market section. Our Chinese 
ambassadors will lead the 
marketing campaigns within China 
by promoting it within the country 
both locally and through mass- 
media advertising campaigns. Our 
current user breakdown is 40% 
Chinese and 60% English speaking 
but we aim to even this out to at 
least 50/50. Chinese travellers are 
the biggest spenders abroad, the 
target market of +90s (Millennial) 
creative classes is increasingly 
looking for the new and to cater to 
their tastes. 

C H I N A

Millennials are driving a large part of 
the travel economy all over the 
world but particularly in China. The 
ultimate driver for trips is also 
changing to reflect the younger 
audience with more focus on 
exclusive and once in a lifetime 
experiences, collecting the ultimate 
trophies from finding the best things 
to see and do for them. Ultimately, 
this is the driver for a large part of 
chozun途赞 's offering and appeals 
to the millennial audience who will 
become the largest spenders on 
travel by the year 2020.  
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MARKET FACTORS

N I C H E S

Business travellers are incentivised 
by getting the most efficient 
solution to their immediate needs - 
chozun途赞 solves this issue with 
our seamless experience. chozun途 
already serves corporate accounts 
through the platform and will 
continue to engage corporates to 
build the market. We have found 
that the customers who join us 
through their corporation convert 
80% of the time to using chozun途 
in their leisure trips. Increasingly 
they are also taking blesiure trips, 
combining exploring the local spots 
with their business. The added 
bonus of creating a more 
authenticated platform means 
these customers rarely have to 
think about making the purchase 
before doing it.  

R E G U L A R  &  B U S I N E S S

As Ethereum’s value is derived 
from the value of the services 
provided by the Ethereum network. 
CZN’s value is derived from the 
current and potential services, uses 
& providers as well as the 
community in chozun途赞's 
ecosystem. As our  protocols 
become more sophisticated uses & 
services will increase and therefore 
value. In turn as adoption 
increases,  the value of the tokens 
will reflect this increased demand. 
There is safety in that CZNs are 
backed by real products that have 
real world value which will support 
the value of CZNs. CZN token 
holders can help drive the chozun 
途赞 ecosystem and therefore the 
chozun途赞 economy, they can 
become advocates for the product 
and community. 

T O K E N  H O L D E R S

The travel market is becoming 
increasingly niche-focused.  Studies 
show consumers are increasingly 
focused on sustaining their tastes, 
lifestyle and interests while 
travelling - seeking out activities and 
experiences  that match with them. 
chozun途赞, unlike other travel 
platforms, is very focused on 
personalisation and context with 
our proprietary technology. This 
gives chozun途赞 a significant 
competitive advantage. 
In the future chozun途赞 may allow 
other developers in niche markets 
to build upon chozun途赞 ’s 
foundation, opening up our API and 
becoming the standard  upon which 
different players can operate within 
the travel space. 
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MARKET FACTORS

I N F L U E N C E R S / K O L S

Many travellers  are using multiple 
platforms to research and book 
with little brand loyalty - most 
existing platforms have adopted 
peer recommendations but not 
contextual recommendations and 
bookings. Because existing 
platforms are mostly much for 
muchness, travellers don’t have a 
lot of  resistance when switching 
platforms. chozun途赞 ’s loyalty 
incentives through bounties, 
campaigns and engagement help 
attract passionate travellers and 
users. We provide a better user 
experience and offering. chozun途
offers absolutely exclusive 
experiences, access to private 
members clubs around the world, 
events, and special unique 
experiences are just some of the 
extra advantages.  

O F F E R I N G

We continue to innovate and are 
ahead of the market with our 
technology - this is increasingly 
important to consumers who 
expect mobile-first, convenient and 
exciting solutions. We already have 
our inventory on the blockchain 
and have begun development of 
our proprietary protocols. The use 
of blockchain for genuine and 
authenticated feedback combined 
with loyalty protocols and our AI 
ensures we become a more trusted 
source of information and 
bookings. The ecosystem becomes 
the people's travel  platform 
through empowering them with 
CZN. chozun途赞 is well-poised to 
stay ahead of the market and has a 
real opportunity to lead with 
technology. 

T E C H N O L O G Y

chozun途赞 is beginning to work 
with a number of global travel & 
lifestyle influencers who advocate 
use of the platform as well as offer 
their unique access, expertise & 
experiences across the ecosystem. 
In turn, CZN token holders and 
community members will become 
influencers through engagement, 
content and leading travel squads. 
In addition to this, with the 
influencer bounty system, 
influencers who are popular within 
their travel squads can also make 
money. Influencers can make CZN 
(determined by market value) for 
every purchase made, engage 
members of their squad for 
incentives and create their own 
journeys for users to access with 
tokens helping to drive and build the 
community. 
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TECHNOLOGY
Application layer - AI, personalisation. We have developed our own proprietary personalisation engine consisting of 
data science and machine learning techniques to match users with the provider that best suits their tastes, and 
packaged this in both a mobile app and a web browser. The personalisation engine is built using Python’s scikit-learn 
library, which provides both the speed and functionality required . The next step in the personalisation development is 
to completely automate and increase the capture of all available data relating to users and providers in real-time, 
allowing us to predict not just what a user wants, but also when they will want it. 

Access to the chozun途赞 platform (app or web) is required to perform transactions in CZN which is an ERC20 
compatible token over the Ethereum blockchain. In addition, the app is required to transact with chozun途赞 
Ethereum smart contracts. Tokens are represented by digital balances held in smart contracts on the Ethereum 
blockchain. By deploying a super fast Ethereum client with the app, we will allow the user complete integration into the 
blockchain ecosystem while keeping the process as fast and lightweight as possible. This allows us to make use of the 
security, and transparency of the blockchain network with minimal computing cost to the user. Our tokens are ERC20 
compatible, which is the standard for current and future Ethereum applications. This allows for future token use not 
just within our own application, but in almost all current and future Ethereum blockchain applications. 

Smart contracts are immutable programs that execute when certain conditions are met. They can be scripted with a 
predetermined set of instructions or custom instructions which will be performed by every node on the network. In 
such a decentralized crypto-graphically secured network, it is economically impossible to prevent the execution of the 
smart contracts as they are verified and executed by millions of computers making them immutable, transparent and 
almost instant. We are closely monitoring the Cardano platform and intend to  potentially migrate to  Cardano as their 
technology progresses and they allow for a seamless port over from Ethereum. We believe the Cardano blockchain is 
highly scalable, efficient and improves upon many of Ethereum's core functions.  

There are plans for our loyalty protocols (please see loyalty section) however we will not be sharing the inner-workings 
of all our technology and technology strategy as since we have been in market we have had a number of players trying 
to nefariously steal code.We have proprietary technology that we keep close to our chest. This in itself is another one 
of our advantages. 
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FUNDING BREAKDOWN
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Expansion 

13%

Operations 

23%

Legals 

3%

Marketing 

25%

Staffing 

37%
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OUR TEAM

Co-Founder & CEO 

Melbourne born, background in 

Operations within global Ad agencies. 

With almost 10 years of tech 

experience, delivering digital products 

to big brands - Honda, BP, Lindt, Myer. A 

doer, problem solver. Regular speaker 

on tech, startups and blockchain. 

Became involved in blockchain in 2016, 

now consults, provides workshops and 

talks on blockchain and 

cryptocurrencies as part of Crypto 

Queens with Zia.  

Co-Founder & CSO 

Londoner OG. Introduced live digital 

content to brands when it was 

emerging. Worked in tech for over 13 

years for 3 Mobile, Selfridges, Endemol. 

Advised startups. 2 successful exits. 

Strategic, creative, visionary. Regularly 

talks on China, tech, blockchain and 

crypto. Became involved in 

cryptocurrencies in 2012. Consults, 

provides workshops and talks on 

blockchain and cryptocurrencies as 

part of Crypto Queens with Teresa. 

CTO 

Typical hacker, reformed his extra 

hacky ways. Melbourne born. Worked 

for successful startup VenueMob in 

Australia as Lead Engineer, full-stack 

tech specialist using skills across both 

front and backend technologies. Early 

Bitcoin adopter - adept at blockchain 

among many computing languages and 

tech stacks. Loves to lead teams in 

building great products. Always ahead 

of the curve with tech.  

TERESA TRUDA ZIA WORD WIL PRINGLE
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OUR TEAM

AI, Data & Blockchain Engineer 

Corkonian - Strong background in AI, 

Machine Learning & Blockchain, 

studying and working in Computer 

Science for Nimbus Technologies where 

 he first began building blockchains. 

Imperial College London alumni. Smart, 

diligent & loves data. 

.  

Full Stack Engineer 

Our Full Stack superstar was one of our 

first testers of chozun. A few bug advice 

emails later and June joined the team, 

bringing his superstar React knowledge 

into play & fitting right in with us. 

Dedicated, finger always on the pulse & 

works to exceed any objective.  

Asia Business Director 

Native Chinese, with experience 

working for global conglomerates, 

Disney & Airbus. Lynn brings a wealth 

of knowledge in the Chinese market, 

and business development, partner 

relations. A natural relationship 

builder. 

LOUIS CRONIN JUNE DOMINGO LYNN XUE
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OUR TEAM

Dev Ops 

Straight out of LinkedIn, Ryan consults 

with us - helps us with our Dev Ops and 

is a loyal, pretty nerdy and awesome 

guy.  Formerly Head of Development & 

Learning  at Linkedin & a wealth of 

knowledge in setting up infrastructure, 

blockchain, systems, processes. Also a 

rad drummer. 

.  

Social Media Manager 

Chinese native. Social Media Director - 

managing content and engagement 

across all social channels - Western & 

Chinese. Great eye to detail & hard 

working. Loves travelling. 

Community Manager 

 A super talent in community 

management & content creation. 

Energetic, loves travel and brings her 

emphatic energy to building 

communities - passionate about 

cryptos. Previous experience in 

community management within 

Education. Super chill & just gets it 

done, creatively.  

RYAN BLUNDEN KATE WONG SAFFRON OTTER
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OUR TEAM

Marketing & Influencer Manager 

Deeply entrenched in the travel and 

crypto influencer community Stefan is 

our newest member and has already 

made an impact. Fluent in Chinese 

(Mandarin) Stefan is growing our 

network with KOLs and Influencers 

both in the Chinese mainland and across 

the world. Creating unique strategies 

and insights that elevate our brand 

above the pack.

Advisor 

Hiring CTO: Emurgo, venture builder 

for the Cardano blockchain (ADA). 

Darren is a FinTech entrepreneur and 

consultant with more than 6 years in 

blockchain technology. His teams have 

pioneered emerging market FinTech 

business models and blockchain 

application R&D such as cryptographic 

proof of solvency, zero knowledge 

proofs, and trade finance. 

Advisor 

One of those rare gems - both 

personally and professionally inspiring. 

Formerly COO of IAG, now CMO of 

Starbucks China, Emily brings a wealth 

of experience, knowledge, expertise in 

the Chinese market and business 

generally. Also a helper, nurturer & an 

all round legend. 

STEFAN PETERSEN DARREN CAMAS EMILY CHANG
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OUR TEAM

Advisor 

Superwoman who Zia once fan girled 

online post Bethanye’s exit from Reddit 

as lead engineer. Bethanye’s previously 

sold 2 of her startups to Facebook, is an 

advocate for female entrepreneurs & 

supports us with any tech pain-points. 

Brings her Valley expertise to the table. 

Straight shooter, real, passionate. Super 

knowledgeable on all things tech and 

advises us directly on tech and 

blockchains. 

Advisor 

Partner at SOSV (our original 

investors), he asks the tough questions, 

challenges us, provides a rich network 

of introductions & strategic thoughts. 

William joined SOSV from SingTel 

Innov8 Ventures where he was 

Managing Director supporting China 

investments. 

Advisor 

One of our early fans along with SOSV 

& has continuously supported us. 

Charly left Corporate law to found her 

own firm, has since been through a JV 

and listed publicly this year.  Well- 

versed in international financial, tech 

and startup law. A strong Advisor & 

supporter. Helps us keep all legals in 

order. 

BETHANYE MCKINNEY BLOUNT WILLIAM BAO BEAN CHARLY DUFFY
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JOIN US IN 
REVOLUTIONISING THE 

WAY WE EXPLORE, 
TRAVEL AND CONNECT. 

E N D
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